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I am Aswin 
Balasubramaniam
Junior at University of Cincinnati. 
Major in Electrical Engineering Technology 
Minor in Economics. 
First rotation with MEAA. 

Hello!



my 
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office



AutoCAD Drawings
For replacement parts
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AutoCAD drawings

◉CAD drawings of replacement parts 
for machines on AW01 and AW02. 
(7 in total)

◉Designed a title block for CAD 
drawings.



AutoCAD drawings



AutoCAD drawings



AutoCAD drawings



Preventive 
Maintenance Board
For AV01 and AF01
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Preventive maintenance board

◉Built a preventive maintenance board for 
AV04 and AF04 lines.

◉Printed out checksheets for Line 4, and 
labelled all the cards on the shelf. 



Preventive maintenance board



Preventive maintenance board



GOT design update
Updated the GOT design for riser lathe on AW01
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GOT design update

◉Updated the GOT design interfaced for 
riser lather on AW01. 

◉Made changes to the design to suit the 
preferences of the operator/technician 
who use the GOT on a regular basis. 



GOT design update



GOT design update



GOT design update



Laptop/monitor stand
Assembled a stand for a laptop/monitor on AW04
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Laptop/monitor stand

◉Assembled a stand for the laptop and 
monitor screen that aids the operator on 
AW04 to track downtime.

◉The stand was assembled using 80/20 t-
slots and plelxiglas. 



Laptop/monitor stand



Oil dispenser 
Oil dispenser for commutator press-in on AW01 and AW02
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Oil dispenser

◉Built an oil dispensing machine for 
commutator press-in machine on AW01 
and AW02. 

◉Programmed the PLC to dispense oil at 
certain intervals, or as per the needs of the
operator for that line. 



Oil dispenser



Oil dispenser



Monthly cycle time
Recorded machine cycle times on AW01
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Monthly cycle time

◉Recorded cycle times for machines on 
AW01.

◉These numbers help to keep the engineers 
and operator informed about the efficiency 
of production, beginning of every month. 



Monthly cycle time

◉Recorded cycle times for machines on 
AW01.

◉These numbers help to keep the engineers 
and operator informed about the efficiency 
of production, beginning of every month. 
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Purchase orders

◉Filled out purchase orders, to buy the 
necessary materials for projects. 



Purchase orders



Summer shutdown
The week that never ended
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Summer shutdown

◉Assisted Mamadou Aw with assembly, and 
wiring PLC cabinets.

◉Helped with upgrading PLC systems for 
unloader on line AW02, from A to Q series.

◉Helped with upgrading the servos and 
actuators for riser lather on line AW01.



Summer shutdown

BEFORE AFTER



Summer shutdown

BEFORE AFTER



Summer shutdown



The one other than 
projects9



The one other than projects

Troubleshooting 
armature winding 
machines

Interaction with 
vendors (K&K 
Precision) 

Updating PLC and 
GOT programs



And Finally
Couldn’t have done any of these without the guidance 

and help of these two people.



PS: This is what they do all day, while they give me all the work there is!
PPS: Just kidding! Mamadou made me write that!



Any questions ?

Thanks!


